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STEEL SHELVES
Available in 500mm and 1000mm lengths by the depth shown below. The 
shelves simply fit on to all standard brackets - especially useful in areas when 
damp or laboratory applications are involved as these can be easily wiped 
clean, and can be easily and quickly adjusted. 

The Sapphire™ Shelf-Lok system combines adjustability with strength, 
versatility and very competitive cost.

The system comprises a wall-fixed twin slotted steel upright to take a range 
of steel ‘U’ brackets for supporting various types of timber shelves. For heavier 
loads, medium duty and heavy duty brackets are available. 

PERFORMANCE
Mechanics - Tables showing the individual item full weight loadings are 
shown throughout. As an example, the 170mm bracket withstands loads  
up to 108kg, the 270mm bracket withstands loads up to 69kg and the 
470mm bracket withstands loads up to 80kg. 

To calculate the weight load in Newtons multiply the kg load by a 
factor of 9.81. 

DURABILITY
Correctly fitted, the Sapphire™ system will last a lifetime of normal usage. 
Shelving components resist most commonly encountered chemicals  
and solvents. 

SITEWORK
Installation - No special tools are required for installation of this system.  
Fixing of uprights should be effected using brown plastic plugs and 
75mm No. 10 screws or similar to suit the substrate and site conditions. 
Recommended centres for uprights are 500-600mm.

A shelf overhang of approximately 150mm should be left at each end. The 
type and thickness of shelf material and the application must be considered 
before fixing the system. 

ECONOMICS
Guarantees - When fitted correctly in normal conditions, the system is 
guaranteed for two years. 

APPLICATION
While Blue Diamond STL has a shelving support system for virtually all 
applications, the Sapphire™ Shelf-Lok range is particularly suitable for use 
in classrooms, storerooms, offices, libraries, museums, records departments, 
showrooms and shops etc., for hospitals, schools, colleges, universities, 
hotels, health centres and office developments etc. because of its simplicity, 
strength and adjustability. 

SUPPLY
Availability - The Sapphire™ Shelf-Lok system is available through a selected 
number of architectural ironmongers, fixing and tool suppliers, specialist 
merchants and shelving suppliers throughout the UK. Please contact Blue 
Diamond STL for details. 

FIXING DETAILS FOR ALL TWIN SLOT UPRIGHTS

BRACKET AND UPRIGHT DIMENSIONS

The first fixing centre on all uprights is 
38mm from each end

All fixing holes are 7mm countersunk

All measurements are in mm

........ Represents fixing hole centres on 
all uprights
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TWIN SLOT UPRIGHT 
& BRACKET SYSTEM

STANDARD 
BRACKET
Actual dimensions - mm

DB120 12.5 110 18 39 60 32

DB170 12.5 165 18 39 97 46

DB220 12.5 215 18 39 131 61

DB270 12.5 268 18 39 167 76

DB320 12.5 317 18 39 202 92

DB370 12.5 366 18 39 227 117

DB470 12.5 470 18 39 160 298

DB610 12.5 608 18 39 218 378

MEDIUM DUTY 
BRACKET
Actual dimensions - mm

DMDB370 13.5 370 18 39 122 234

STANDARD 
BRACKET
Actual dimensions - mm

DHB370 13.5 370 18 39 122 234

DHB470 13.5 470 18 39 160 298

DHB610 13.5 608 18 39 218 378
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